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Peter,1
2

Here are my comments shown as revisions.3
4

There is one issue highlighted like this for the IPP telecon and mailing list5
6

Tom7
8

Q0)  The textWithLanguage and nameWithLanguage  Issue was resolved.  (The9
description below applies to name as well as text.)10

11
The agreed upon interpretation comes from the definition of 'textWithLanguage' itself.  The12
'textWithLanguage' definition contains:13

14
"The 'textWithLanguage' attribute syntax is a compound attribute syntax consisting of two15
parts: a 'textWithoutLanguage' part plus an additional 'naturalLanguage' "16

17
This verbiage together with the length definition of 'textWithoutLanguage of 1023 octets18
implies the following conclusion.  The total length of an attribute value of type19
'textWithLanguage' would be 1086.  (This ignores the lengths types and attribute name20
portions of the encoding) The resulting two error cases, with respect to length, are the21
length of 'language' exceeds 63 octets and the length of 'text' exceeds 1023 octets22

23
RESOLUTION 0)24
No change will be made to the IPP/1.1 Model and Semantics.  The following will be25
included in an update to the IPP/1.1 Implementers Guide26

27
TH> I went with what the Minutes said and added the following clarification to the Model28
document:29
This text clarification will be done to the Model document, and also explained in30

31
the Implementer’s32
Guide.33

34
35
36

“4.1.4 Maximum length for xxxWithLanguage and xxxWithoutLanguage37
The ‘textWithLanguage’ and ‘nameWithLanguage’ are compound syntaxes that have38
two component.  The first component is the ‘language’ component that can contain39
up to 63 octets.  The second component is the ‘text’ or ‘name’ component.  The40
maximum length of these are 1023 octets and 255 octets respectively.  The41
definition of attributes with either syntax may further restrict the length.  (e.g.42
printer-name (name(127)))43
The length of the ‘language’ component has no effect on the allowable length of44
‘text’ in ‘textWithLanguage’ or the length of ‘name’ in ‘nameWithLanguage’45

46
TH> This is very good and clear for the IIG (with typo fixed).47
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Here is what the RFC[ipp-mod] has to say about the "Resume-Printer Operation",48
49

"This operation allows a client to resume the Printer object scheduling jobs on all its devices.  The50
Printer object MUST remove the 'paused' and 'moving-to-paused' values from the Printer object's51
"printer-state-reasons" attribute, if present.  If there are no other reasons to keep a device paused52
(such as media-jam), the IPP Printer transitions itself to the 'processing' or 'idle' states, depending53
on whether there are jobs to be processed or not, respectively, and the device(s) resume54
processing jobs."55
What this means is, according to the RFC description, the "Resume-printer" operation must56
change the 'printer-state-reason' to some thing other than 'Paused' and 'moving-to-paused' and it57
may or may not result in the Printer transitioning itself to the 'processing' or 'idle' states,58
depending on the actual physical device status (and, off course, depending on whether any jobs59
are queued-up for the printer or not !)60

61
62
63

RESOLUTION 1a)64
Edit the IPP/1.1 Model and Semantics document containing the above content to65

66
“3.2.8 Resume-Printer Operation67

68
This operation allows a client to resume the Printer object scheduling69
jobs on all its devices.  The Printer object MUST remove the 'paused'70
and 'moving-to-paused' values from the Printer object's "printer-state-71
reasons" attribute, if present.  If there are no other reasons to keep a72
device paused (such as media-jam), the IPP Printer is free to transition itself to73
the 'processing' or 'idle' states, depending on whether there are jobs74
to be processed or not, respectively, and the device(s) resume75
processing jobs.”76

77
TH>  I goofed in editing the Model by not making this simple change indicated in the78
minutes to replace "transitions itself" with "is free to transition itself".  I'll add that as a79
typo to fix with the RFC editor.80

81
82

Q1) Is the responsibility of the "Resume-Printer" operation limited to changing the Printer objects83
'printer-state-reasons' or does it have any bearing on the 'Printer-state' also ?84

85
RESOLUTION 1)86
"resume-printer" does NOT have a responsibility to change the printer state.  Keep in mind87
that there may be other reasons for a printer's state besides someone issuing a 'pause-88
printer'.  These other conditions may prevent the printer from transitioning to 'idle' or89
'processing'.  (Corrective action in resolution 1a)90

91
92

Q2)  If, in case, the IPP printer is unable to change its state due to some problem with the actual93
printer device (say, it is shut down or there is a media-jam as indicated in the RFC[ipp-mod]),94
what should be the result of the "Resume-printer" operation?95
Should it still change the 'printer-state-reasons' and return success or should it fail ?96

97
98
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99
100

RESOLUTION 2)101
The 'resume-printer' operation must clear the 'paused' or 'moving-to-paused' 'printer-state-102
message'.  The operation must return a 'successful-ok' status code  (No corrective action)103
TH>  Gee.  I think this would be a good clarification to add to the IIG.  Why not add it as a104
question and answer in the IIG under the Resume-Printer section?105

106
107

Q3)  If it succeeds after changing the 'printer-state-reasons', what should be the value of 'Printer-108
state' and  who should take care of the 'Printer-state' later on ?109

110
RESOLUTION 3)111
 The 'printer-state 'will change to one of three states112
   'idle' - no additional jobs and no error conditions present113
   'processing' - job available and no error conditions present114
   current state (i.e. no change) an error condition is present  (e.g. media jam)115

116
 In the third case the 'printer-state-reason' will be cleared by automata when it detects the117
error condition no longer exists.  The 'printer-state' will move to 'idle' or 'processing' when118
conditions permit. (i.e. no more error conditions) (Corrective action in resolution 1a)119

120
TH> This seems to be good info for the IIG in a section on Resume-Printer operation.121
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Q4)  Assume a client has performed a Print-URI operation with a reference to a large document122
.The request is processed checking for the uri-scheme and the accessibility of the document, and123
the client is sent a response with a valid job-id. While the IPP server is downloading the124
document mid way ,the client does a get-job-attributes. We would return the job-state as pending-125
held , but what the job-state-reasons say. There is a job-state-reason    'job-incoming' , but is126
limited to create-job.127

128
129

RESOLUTION 4) (Note: checking accessibility is optional)130
Use 'job-incoming'.  I assume your implementation requires that the entire job stream be131
transferred to your printer prior to processing.  If you could begin before transfer is132
complete then the 'job-state' would be 'processing' and the 'job-state-reasons' could also133
include 'job-interpreting', 'job-transforming' and/or 'job-printing'.  Assuming your134
implementation can not process until the entire document data has been retrieved I agree135
with your 'job-state'.136
Update IPP/1.1 Model and Semantics: 4.3.8 job-state-reasons (1setOf  type2 keyword)137
Change138
“'job-incoming':  The Create-Job operation has been accepted by the139
     Printer, but the Printer is expecting additional Send-Document140
     and/or Send-URI operations and/or is accessing/accepting document141
     data.”142
To143
“'job-incoming':  A job creation operation has been accepted by the144
     Printer, but the Printer is expecting additional Send-Document145
     and/or Send-URI operations and/or is accessing/accepting/retrieving document146
     data.147

148
TH> Another good fix for the Model as a typo with the RFC editor.  However, it applies to149
more than just the job creation operations (Create-Job, Print-Job, and Print-URI) and its150
only the latter part that applies to other operations.  I suggest the following for [ipp-mod]151
instead, ok:152

153
“'job-incoming':  The Create-Job operation has been accepted by the154
     Printer, but the Printer is expecting additional Send-Document155
     and/or Send-URI operations and/or is accessing/accepting document156
     data after accepting a Print-Job, Print-URI, Send-Document and/or Send-URI operation.”157

158
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Q5)  assume a user sends a Create-Job request and is successful.  Without performing a send159
URI/Doc operation he issues a last-doc without any document data( so the IPP server would have160
a job that is created without any data) . what should be the response of the IPP server to this last-161
doc162
. Will a client-error-not-possible (0x0404) status-code suffice.163

164
RESOLUTION 5)165
 The protocol does not prohibit a job without a document.  It is not a protocol error.  The166
'last-doc' request should be accepted.  There is no requirement that an IPP Job contains a167
document.  The response to the operation with the ‘last-doc’ set and no document must be168
‘successful-ok’ assuming no other conditions exist.  When the job is processed the169
resulting ‘job-state’ would be ‘completed’ and the ‘job-state-reasons’ would include ‘job-170
completed-successfully’ if no other conditions exist that would cause an error or warning171
(e.g. requesting a finishing option).172

173
Add the following to the IPP/1.1 Implementers Guide:174
“4.5 Empty Jobs175
The IPP object model does not prohibit a job that contains no documents.  Such a job may176
be created in a number of ways including a ‘create-job’ followed by an ‘add-document’ that177
contains no data and has the ‘last-document’ flag set.178
An empty job is processed just as any other job.  The operation that “closes” an empty job179
is not rejected because the job is empty.  If no other conditions exist, other than the job is180
empty, the response to the operation will indicate success.  After the job is scheduled and181
processed, the job state SHALL be ‘completed’182
There will be some variation in the value(s) of the ‘job-state-reasons’ attribute.  It is183
required that if no conditions, other than the job being empty, exist the ‘job-state-reasons’184
SHALL include the ‘completed-successfully’.  If other conditions existed, the ‘completed-185
with-warnings’ or ‘completed-with-errors’ values may be used.”186

187
TH>  Looks good for the IIG.  However, I also clarified the [ipp-mod] by adding the188
following sentence to the Group 2 section of 3.3.1.1 Send-Document Request:189

190
It is not an error for a client to submit a job with no actual document data, i.e., only a single Create-191
Job and Send-Document request with a "last-document" operation attribute set to 'true' with no192
document data.193
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Q6)   assume a printer is paused( as a result of which the printer status is set to 'stopped' )  and194
has jobs queued under it . A user issues a Purge-Jobs request and is successful . Now should195
the printer status be changed to 'idle' or does 'stopped' override 'idle'.196

197
198

RESOLUTION 6)199
 The 'purge-jobs' does not affect the state of the printer.  The state of the printer should200
remain as it was.201

202
The IPP/1.1 Implementers Guide will be updated with a state transition diagram203

204
TH> However, [ipp-mod] contains the following statement under Purge-Jobs:205

206
The Printer object MUST accept this operation in any state and transition the Printer object to the207
'idle' state.208

209
I believe that we should clarify when the Printer doesn't move to 'idle', since it is correct210
for all conditions, except if the Printer is in the 'stopped' state with the 'paused' reason.  If211
the Printer was in the 'stopped' state because of a 'media-jam', then Purge-Jobs does212
transition the Printer (eventually) to 'idle' (perhaps after the media jam is fixed by human213
intervention).214

215
ISSUE 01:  How about the following for [ipp-mod], while we work on a state transition table216
for the IIG:217

218
Replace in Purge-Jobs operation:219

220
The Printer object MUST accept this operation in any state and transition the Printer object to the221
'idle' state.222

223
with:224

225
The Printer object MUST accept this operation in any state and either (1) transition the Printer226
object to the 'idle' state or (2) keep it in the 'stopped' state or move it to the 'stopped' state, if the227
Printer had been paused using the Pause-Printer operation ("printer-state-reasons" = 'paused' or228
'moving-to-paused', respectively).229

230
231
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Q7)  Restart on a Create-Job request:232
Assume I give a Create-Job request along with a set of 5 documents . All the documents get233
printed and the job state is moved to completed . I issue a Restart-Job request on the job. Now234
the issue is that, if  I try to  add new documents to the restarted job ,will the Ipp Server permit me235
to do so or  return "client-error-not-possible " and again print those 5 jobs.236

237
238

RESOLUTION 7)239
 A job can not move to the 'completed' state until all the documents have been processed.240
The 'last-document' flag indicates when the last document for a job is being sent from the241
client.  This is the semantic equivalent of closing a job.  No documents may be added once242
a job is closed. Section 3.3.7 of the IPP/v1.1 model states "The job is moved to the243
'pending' job state and restarts the beginning on the same IPP Printer object with the244
same attribute values." 'number-of-documents' is a job attribute.245

246
The IPP/1.1 Implementers Guide will be updated with a state transition diagram247

248
TH>  I also suggest adding the above paragraph to the IIG.249
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Q8)  Restart on a Print-URI request that was completed :250
If  I issue a Restart-Job request on a job that is in state "completed", does the IPP Server need to251
down load the file again or proceed with a file that it had already downloaded.252

253
254

RESOLUTION 8)255
The IPP job does not contain any data, only a reference.  The job data resides wherever256
the URL indicates.  Although the specification does not prohibit caching of print data257
caching may introduce inconsistent behavior with other IPP implementations.258
The following will be added to the IPP/1.1 Implementers Guide259
“3.3.2 Restart-job260
The ‘restart-job’ operation allows the reprocessing of a completed job.  Some jobs store261
the document data on the printer.  Jobs created using the Print-Job‘print-job’ operation262
are an example.  It is required that the printer retains the job data after the job has moved263
to a ‘completed state’ in order for the ‘restart-job’Restart-Job operation to succeed.264
Some jobs contain only a reference to the job data.  A job created using the ‘print-uri’Print-265
URI is an example of such a job.  When the ‘restart-job’Restart-Job operation is issued the266
job is reprocessed.  It is expected that the job data will be retrieved again to print the job.267
The standard does not disallow caching the job data on the printer.  Implementers should268
be aware that the contents of the print data might have changed from the last time the data269
was cached.270
It is possible that a job fails while attempting to access the print data.  When such a job is271
the target of a Restart-Job‘restart-job’  the Printer SHALL attempt to retrieve the job data272
again.”273

274
TH>  I thought we agreed that the Printer MUST re-fetch the data using the URI.  If so, the275
above two sentences MUST be deleted as I have indicated.276

277
I added the following to Restart-Job in the [ipp-mod], ok:278

279
If any of the documents in the job were passed by reference (Print-URI or Send-URI), the Printer280
MUST re-fetch the data, since the semantics of Restart-Job are to repeat all Job processing.281
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Q9)  Restart on a Print-URI request that was aborted while downloading the URI :282
 If I issue a Restart-Job request on a job that is in state "aborted" (due to download failing), does283
the IPP Server need to down load the file again or return "client-error-not-possible "?284

285
286

RESOLUTION 9)287
 It SHALL attempt to retrieve the job data again.  (The 'print-uri' does necessarily mean288
download.  A client may upload the file to the printer via FTP.  The URL used in 'print-uri'289
could have a method of 'file://').  On a Restart-Job operation, the Printer MUST re-fetch the290
data using the URI no matter where it points.291

292
TH>  However, on a Restart-Job, the Printer MUST re-fetch the data using the 'file://' URI, in293
case a client had re-pushed the file data with FTP, correct?  So the simplest fix is to use294
the word 're-fetch', not 'down-load', as I have done in the [ipp-mod] fix, ok?  So add the295
additional sentence to the IIG that I added above.296

297
See “RESOLUTION 8” for text that will be added to the IPP/1.1 Implementer’s Guide to298
address this issue.299
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